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File Message Help Acrobat 

RE: TN Courts: Help Request Form - Appeal to Supreme Court (REQUEST TO ESCALATE CASE FROM APPELLATE T... 

Jeff Fenton  
To Jim Hivner; Lisa Marsh; app-ellatecourtclerk:; elaine.beeler@tncourts.gov; 

john.coke@tncourts.gov; app-ellatec ourtclerk 

I@ I � Reply I <� Reply All I ➔ Forward 11 l5 ID
Tue1/19/202111:47PM 

Cc Virginia Story; Kathryn Yarbrough; marybeth@rothschildbklaw.com; complaints@tbpr.org 
(Dvou replied to this message on 1/20/2021 12:03 AM. 

2021-01-17 Michigan Unemployment Insurance EXHAUSTED - NEED IMMEDIATE RELIEF OF OP TO WORK or SUPPORT, Restutution, Damages PLEASE.pelf v 
295 KB 

2004-02-09 WHY Fawn LOVES Jeff with Markup (Redacted).pdf 
65 KB 

2004-04-28 Hunts Complaint Letter (Standing-Up for Fawn).pdf 

Hello Mr. Hivner, 

azillow � Edit Q Save 

4 bd 3 ba 2,640 sqft 

1986 Sunny Side Dr, Brentwood, TN 37027 

Sold: $540,000 Sold on 02/17 /20 Zestimate•: $559,311 

Est. refi payment: $2.293/mo e Get current rates

Home value Owner tools Home details 

B 
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To need to spend 12-16 hours every day, sifting through remnants of the life that was stolen from you, just to get free… do you know how 
inhumane that is? I have wasted over 4,000 hours of my life this past year, seeking the smallest drop of justice.

3,13118, 6:42 PM to Fawn Fenlol' 

So are you blaming me in tho papers, or simply seoking a rair no rault divorce? 

3113/18 6 43 PM to Fawn Fontor 

Plell98 put yourself in my shoes, and ask how you would survive this, If you 
were me. 

3113118, 6:48 PM from Fawn Fenton 

I know, I'm so sorry. I've tried to put up with the conflict for years, because I 
knew how devastated you would be if we broke up, and I didn't want to do that 
to you. But I just can't keep going, it's killing me inside. 

3/13/18 G 49 PM Iron Fnwn Fenton 

"Irreconcilable Differences.· 

3113118 6:54 PM to Fawn Fenton 

Conflict is always a cho!co. You can never have oonRlct without at loast lwo 
pooplo tryfng to domiriAte oach other with tholr opinions. 

Without two people commlttod to changing each other's minds, more than they 
�re cornmitt<td tu the other PERSON. 

You know a divorce Isn't God's will for us, or tho reason that he brought us 
together. 

You want to keep 1111 the good 11nd throw away all the bad, when EVERYONE is 
a mixture of both good And bad, 

That's what you could never accept, That your reelings aren't always accurate. 
That you are an emotional roller-coaster, especially since menopause began 
frve years ago, You are relationauy unable to commit to any path of progress, to 
believe there Is ANY hope, to visualize and walk toward the light, 

That breaks my heart! Since there Isn't a dang thing that I can do about that! 
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File Message Add•ins Help Q Tell me 

RE: Alimony 

• Sandy Arons <sandyarons@getasr
To Jeff Fenton 

Q)vou r�plied to this message on 7/27/201812.:17 PM. 

1�1<�1➔ 1□ 
7/27/2018 

Sandy 
� 

Vos, , "" ""' "" ""'' '" ,Hmooy " •boo< "-'" ,, ho, g,oo, ,,oo=. 

LJ 

Sandy Arons, MBA 
Certified Divorce Financial Analyst 
Certified Financial Divorce Specialist 
Accredited Financial Counselor & Mediator 
750 _Old.Hickory .Blvd . 

. . . . �!!tl.<:ling .T.\'/Q, .�!!it.� .. 1.!i!I 
. ... Brentwood, TN .. 37027 

Tel: 615-376-8204 Fax: 615-376-8121 

email: sandyarons@getasmartdivorce.com 
website: www .getasmartdivorce .com 

Please forgive the fact that much of this was not written for "public release", it was a rough draft, choppy in places, and written for the free 
legal help website, as well as for the Board of Professional Responsibility and the Board of Judicial Conduct, whom I’ll also forward this to, 
so please likewise download the files to have the evidence to proceed with my complaints.

l1E/.J '9 I}, ;; RE: Offer to settle • Message (HTML) Ei'.I - 0 X 

RE: Offer to settle 

.. Fawn Fenton 
�"J To Jeff Fenton; F•wn Fenton 

Cc S•ndy Arons 
(Dvou repll•d to this m•ss•o• on 8/30/2018 6:02 PM. 

� Reply I <� Reply All I ➔ Forw� Fl 
Thu 8/30/2018 5:49 PM 

G Ken says he is willing to keep paying for you to be on our plan for 1 year, maybe through the end of 2019, "as long as 
you don't cause more problems", heh. 

Beyond that, we'll have to see where things stand with you, and with my company. 

(Our office lease is up in March 2020, and� really wants to�• and so there's no telling what my job will be after that.) 
G:J 

Hopefully the Tennessee Supreme Court can resolve this minor issue of imminent importance, without which I can't work due to my 
mother's immunity disorder. Hence, I need to work all day every day at somehow getting Williamson County's noose off from around my 
neck. Through some sort of "peaceful protest'', political or legal action, or toward a cure of some humanitarian nature. If this fails, then I 
need to escalate this to the United States Court of Appeals, because I can't wait years longer to be able to work, and I believe that I have a 
better shot with them than the federal court in Tennessee.  

The only downside is that the only federal portion which has been heard so far by the Tennessee federal courts, is Ms. Fenton's bankruptcy. 
So, my best chance is to file for bankruptcy fraud in the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. Then I believe that I’ll be able to 
add the "color of law", 14th Amendment, HUD violations, ADA exploitation and abuse. I've spoken with the FBI and I’m hoping to possibly 
have the "bad players" prosecuted under the RICO Act, since this has created a financial burden upon another state’s financial resources and 
welfare system, totally without need. 

I'd hate to risk the potential criminal consequences for Ms. Fenton to appeal her bankruptcy for fraud, by not disclosing my equal or greater 
financial investments, interests, and ownership of our equally deeded marital residence, as “tenants by the entirety”. As well as me being the 
owner of almost all the personal property inside, as stated in Attorney Story's divorce complaint. Her team had the federal bankruptcy court 
make judgments about my personal property, under horribly bad, manipulative faith, to strategically supersede the State of Tennessee’s 
“Protected Income and Assets” (Affidavit of Claim Exemptions), which I had properly filed.
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Fawn Fenton 

(fl� • bHe 

Thanksi 

I was Just reading about the 2018 tax code 

Have you figured out the Income tax ramifications of having no mortgage 
interest deduction (because you wdl live In an apartment), plus no spousal 
dependant (another lost Sl 2k wnte-olf), plus not bemg able to wnte-orr the 
alimony you pay me, combined wrth the new 2018 tax laws? (Not to mention 
the loss of the 'business In home· and other MM wnte-olfs)? 

Seuously, I'm concerned IOf how you have and continue to set yourself-up lor 
your future 

It looks to me, like you wdl have double the taxable income that you previously 
Md, which won·t likely change r01 5· 1 o years, unul you can ellord to pu,chase 
another condo and complete paying my alimony 

Have you really ran the numbers on all or this and considered ror a moment ti 
maybe there Is some way for you to mitigate your tax losses• 

It looks to me like you have created and are walking into the worst possible 
scenano tax wise. which will largely defeat much or the voca11onal success 
you've reached In recent years 

Am I missing something, misreading something, not understanding anything 
correctly• Have you discussed opuons with a CPA or even your brother, or 
someone with an MBA, or at least a tax professional' 

I hate to see you screw yourself, especially to solely benefit uncle sam 

Is there no better way of doing this? 
-

Dtc 22. 2018 

Correct, my tax situation Is gomg to suck 101 e very long time 

' ,t 

Is there nothing we can do h 

To help that• 
-

O•: 22. 2018 

Not that I know of. 

F ,t C 2Z. 21)18 

Have you talked to your brother about 11 or asked an accountant? 
-

Dtc Z2. 2018 

Yes I've talked to marl< and my dad No haven't talked to an accountant 90k 
gross 31k taxes 21k alimony• 38k net Plus or minus 

F ,t • I 

Dldn t your dad or Marl< have any suggestions to bring down those insane 
taxes• 

Dt<:22 2018 

Nope This IS why I cannot afford to keep house, and need sale to help pay 
down debts 

",t • •0;(22,2018 

Yet the house would save you how much In taxes• 

Debts are all from thlS year how did we ran so far so last• 
-

Dtc22,Z018 

someday when alimony Is done, I can get a Job making only S43k gross and 
have same net or+/· S38k 

F F 110 o-.c ·" •• ,8 

That is ctazy their must be a smarter way to spend all that you've worked for• 
-

 7377 •mo 

own 00 •J • 
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9:47 � � � .! F.i 

Fawn Fenton 

What happened? Why did 
you suddenly decide I am 
trying to get out of paying 
your alimony? (Which isn't 
true, I have always intended 
to pay you as we discussed.) 
Your mood swings are so 
weird. I thought, based upon 
our emails, that we were 
not going to harrass each 
other with legal contracts. 
As I said, the terms of your 
alimony will be immortalized 
in the final divorce filing, 
which we will do after 
the house sells. I don't 
understand why you are 
suddenly freaking out for no 
reason. 

Jan 6. 2019 

You agreed to put It writing 
before I leave, now you are 
pretending you never agreed 
to that and refusing. 

Q Type a message 

Fawn Fenton 

Please confirm. 

Your refusal to communicate 
would confirm the opposite 
again, which would result 
in me needing to divert 
from packing to prepare for 
another surprise attack from 
you legally. 

Thanks. 
Jeff 

Jan 7, 2019 

I don't know wtf you're talking 
about, "legal battle". I am not 
wanting anything to do with 
lawyers, I can't afford any 
more, it's a waste of time and 
money. 
Regarding leaving a few 
cameras and wireless etc, I 
guess that's fine. I don't see 
why not. 

Jan 8, 2019 

Q Type a message 

Just two 30-minute hearings between close family friends, without due process or any opportunity to save my property interests, in either 
my income or my home. "Under color of law", pretending that the exact opposite of the law happens to be “legal”.
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I really don't know which is worse, Attorneys Story, Yarbrough, and Ausbrooks committed so many felony crimes and gross violations of 
professional conduct in this case. They intentionally manipulated bankruptcy fraud to solely injure the highly disadvantaged, disabled, 
unemployed, and currently unemployable spouse. While the bankruptcy was staged, having known a year in advance when Ms. Fenton's 
employer planned to retire (as documented in this case). Every motion in the chancery court was not only fraudulent, it was literally a 
"decoy divorce". Intentionally planned as three separate but simultaneous high-value attacks, to strategically exploit my known and fully 
documented disabilities. While the specific exploits targeted and leveraged against me by Story's crew, just happen to be my ex-wife's pet 
peeves about my disabilities. That I’m too slow and that I am psychologically incapable of effectively multi-tasking significant concurrent 
tasks. While Ms. Story refused to allow me to take my personal property, to only try to discard it later, through a federal court order to 
supersede my protections under Tennessee State law. That is about as unconscionable as it gets.

Then to slap me with default judgments, as if the court found it reasonable to only read part of a sentence, rather than reading the whole sentence 
in context. It was completely unreasonable to assume that after working myself tirelessly and filing 250+/- pages of evidence & sworn testimony 
on 8/29/2019, that I just quit caring and decided not to bother participating or defending myself further. That was not true. In all honesty, since 
Story and Binkley decided to revoke my freedom interest, rendering me literally unemployable, I should have been provided an attorney and 
certainly heard, with full due process of law. But they refused. Story filed an unreasonably fraudulent affidavit, upon which, without 
confirmation, judge Binkley ruled to omit me from further participation in the litigation, while ruling harsh punitive default judgments against me.



I held out good for my raccoon buddy in my hand tonight, and he touched both 
his cold little nose and his paw to my hand. 

IDIDIT!!! -

Apr 23 2019 G OMG! raccoon1!1 

Fa n Fenton (mobile)· Apr 23 2019 

Was that not COOL AS HECK? I did like you told me ... Trying to keep the door 
barely split so he didn"t come inside, while taking a video with one hand, holding 
out the food In the other hand. trying to focus. call to him. .. And you say that I 
can1 mulll-task1 

rve Interacted with him a ton through the glass. and a little outdoors. but that 
was the first time that we touched each other. He was super gentle, with his 
warm soft little tongue eating out of my hand, with never the slightest nip! 

Apr 23 2019 G Love little raccoon'! .:;. 

Fa n Feiton (moOileI • Apr 23 2019 
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I know that my ex-wife told Story, who in turn told Binkley, that I have a reputation for successfully exposing criminal misconduct against our 
family over the Internet. This happened when our home suffered significant damages by a negligent roofing contractor, who after we sued 
them and won a judgment, they still refused to pay us.

After which it wasn't until I exposed two billion dollar insurance companies along with the roofing contractor that anybody began taking us 
seriously and finally paid for our damages. Exposing the truth is the only thing that anyone has ever had to "fear" about me. That is the real 
purpose of their fraudulent "order of protection" against me, to extort my silence about the criminal misconduct by the courts and counsel. 

(Continued on last page.)

NOTE IN HINDSIGHT: When I saw the KnoxNews article in 2021 showing Judge Michael W. Binkley shaming the Tennessean 
Newspaper while he read the riot act to attorneys, during one of his rants from the courthouse bench, I finally understood. There are few 
things which Judge Michael Binkley hates or fears more than people exposing his criminal misconduct in the media. Captured on video, Judge 
Binkley is shown threatening and extorting both attorneys and the public alike, while he levied his vengeance and retaliation "under color of 
law" against Attorney whistle blower Brian Manookian. Allegedly Attorney Manookian was responsible for leaking Binkley's arrest during a 
prostitution sting back in 2010, which corrupt Judge Casey Moreland was persuaded to both dismiss and expunge from the court's 
records, "in a highly unusual fashion." Notably, Binkley hired Moreland's own attorney to represent him in that matter. Still Binkley put on a 
show fit for theater, while spewing about how he had never turned in an attorney [for misconduct] in his life, but vowing that Attorney 
Brian Manookian would be the exception. Binkley claimed that he had 70 examples of misconduct by Manookian, which he relished in 
reporting to the Tennessee Board of Professional Responsibility. Afterwards they suspended Attorney Manookian's law license. 

In contrast, Judge Binkley helped attorney Virginia Lee Story commit an obscene number of state and federal felony crimes against me in 
"his" court, in addition to non-stop violations of the State of Tennessee's Rules of Professional Conduct. A judge is not allowed to pick and 
choose who he reports for misconduct. The Board of Professional Responsibility, the very same board leveraged by Judge Binkley to 
"punish" whistle blower Brian Manookian, is the same board which has repeatedly refused to file, vet, and take action upon my many 
complaints directly to Chief Disciplinary Counsel Sandy Garrett, against Attorneys Virginia Story, Kathryn Yarbrough, Mary Beth 
Ausbrooks, Clerk & Master Elaine Beeler, Judge Michael Weimar Binkley, along with other attorneys involved in extreme misconduct in my case.
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This case is blatant & clear criminal misconduct. Every day that I can't work, I get a little more of my evidence sorted out. Eventually I will 
be able to clearly articulate the crimes against me, while organizing my evidence good enough to publish it. Then I'll be able to distribute 
the truth to people throughout state and federal government as well as the courts, from Tennessee to Michigan to Washington DC.



2018-08-06 OFFERED TO GIVE MS. FENTON MY EQUITY FOR FREE! 
(Regretfully She Declined) 

{gj f _j, ; OUR HOME (v2.0) • Message (HlML) ril - 0 X 

File Mess.age Add-,ns Help Q Tell me what you want to do 

OUR HOME (v2.0) 

Jett Fenton Reply <+, Reply All 
To S.ndyArons 
Cc F,wn Fenton; 

(D You forwardtd th,s mtuaoe on 816/2018 1 44 AM, 
This meua"e was sent with Hjgh lmportllnct, 

Hello Sandy, 

Forw1rd 

Mon 8/612018 1:26 AM 

Fawn came and got our ftSh today and we discussed OUR HOME some more. Apparently she did not 
understand 11><:fore that I was offonng to completely forfeit my equity ,n our home to her, provided 
that she LIVES ,n 1t (not for the purpose of selling the property). 

I explained that I am willing to sign a Quit Claim deed, completely tra.nsfemng ownerslup of the 
property to Fawn, with a separate contract specifying ONE stipulation, which is that she continue to 
RESIDE here at our HOME, as her primary residence, for a period of at least FIVE years. 

• In the, event that she chooses to put the prope,rty on the market, up for sale, transfer owne,rship 
of the property, lease or sell it by any means, then she would owe me a flat $75k for my e,quity. 

• After five years (from the date of divorce or legal separation), she can do whateve,r she chooses 
with the home, owing me NOTI-IING. 

• We would EACH be responsible for ALL the debts, ,n our OWN names, regardless of how we 
choose to deal with them: filing bankruptcy, paying them, not paying them, it would be each of 
our OWN business, and not related to any asset/debt computations. 

Our personal {gj f -1, (A ; RE; Fm,nc,nl Cons, .. l!I - 0 X 

in agmement File Message Add•1ns Help Q Tell me what you want to do 
writing prior 

RE: Financial Considerations to Keep in Mind 

fawn Fenton~ J To JtflFenton 
Cc S.ndy A,ons 

G) vou r,plled to lhll message on 8'23/2018 ~: 18 PM. 

Fuck no, you are going to have to buy me out. 

From: Jeff Fenton
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2018 2:02 PM 
To: Fawn Fenton  
Cc: Sandy Arons <sandyarons@getasmar1d1110rce.com> 
Subject: Re: Financial Considerations to ~eep In Mind 

Nice that you made that choice for me tool 

8/23/2018 

So are you willing to surrender your equity In this house to 
me, so that I can try to keep our home, so that all isn't lost? 

Jeff Fenton 
METICULOUS.tech 

. (Weare 
ut 1t ,n 
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From: Charles M. Duke <marty@mdukelaw.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2019 S:39 PM 
To: Jeff Fenton 
Cc: Mitchell Miller <mitchell@schafferlawfirmtn.com> 
Subject: RE: Fenton v. Fenton 

Jeff: 

There is no definite date certain by which I agreed with Ms. Story to file an Answer & Counter
Complaint. However, until there is an Order entered relieving us as counsel in this matter, you should 
not file anything pro se. 

Thanks. have a, good evening. 
Marty 

From: Jeff Fenton
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2019 5:36 PM 
To: Charles M. Duke 
Cc: Mitchell Ml'ller 
Subject: RE: Fenton v. Fenton 

Thanks Marty. 

Can you simply inform me of any critical dates which I need to self-represent by, as I can not afford 
further representation: 

For example, when did you get the ANSWER & COUNTER COMPLAINT extended to? 

Any other time critical dates would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks. 

JEFF FINTON 
METICULDl!JS. TECH 
(615)837-1300 Omcr
(615) 837-1301 MOBILE 

(615) 837-1302 fAX 

TECHNICAL CONSULTING, SERVICES, ANO SOLUTIONS, 

WHEN IT'S WORTH DOING RIGHT THE nRST TIME!

SUBMIT OR RCSPONI> 10 A SUPPOR r TKKCT IICRC. 
A DIVISION Of" MLTICULOUS MARKCTING LLC 
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The bankruptcy fraud in this case was simple, attorneys Story and Ausbrooks worked together to use the same fraudulent narrative, both 
in state and federal courts, that my ex-wife was the owner of our Brentwood marital residence when that was false. The attorneys as well as 
the bankruptcy trustee had a responsibility to check the property deed and tax records, to verify the property ownership, where my name 
was clearly listed on both, as an equally deeded property owner with Ms. Fenton, as "tenants by the entirety".

They counseled my ex-wife to secretly default upon our mortgage payments. Then they secretly filed a fraudulent bankruptcy petition on her 
behalf, lying about our property ownership, while specifically requesting to sell our marital residence, without notifying me about any of it.  
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Per the F.R.B.P. Rule #7001 and 11 U.S.C. § 363(h)(3) the bankruptcy court could not legally sell our property, because it didn’t meet their 
requirements. Neither could the Chancery Court, because the federal courts had both original and exclusive jurisdiction. The only way this 
was physically possible was by corruption, deprivation of rights under color of law, and similar federal and state crimes.

For the record, I wanted to be done communicating with Ms. Story because she unconscionably abused me repeatedly, which there are two 
“smoking guns” of evidence documenting in this case. But never did I want or plan to give up my right to protect myself or participate in 
ongoing litigation against me. My note offered to sacrifice the money lost in our home and the alimony which they "beat the system" to 
criminally cheat me out of. Never, ever, ever did I offer to forfeit my rights as a United States Citizen or to allow any judge who wasn't even 
willing to hear me, prior to the start of discovery, to end the divorce with default judgments against me. That is felony coercion & obstruction!



We didn't sell the house because Ms. Fenton changed her mind and refused to commit on paper to the $1,750 per month in alimony, for a 
duration of 6-years, as we had both previously agreed in our "settlement agreement". Hence the false claims made by Attorney Story in an 
attempt to justify the forced sale of our marital residence was all "abuse by process" and fraudulent. The "no trespassing" signs which Ms. Story 
used to smear my name before the court were designed by Ms. Fenton at her work, using their CAD software, which I revealed in the Court of 
Appeals. Upon which Story was required to withdraw or disaffirm her fabricated evidence per Tenn. R. Sup. Ct. 3.3(g), yet she refused. I also 
included texts showing that Ms. Fenton's mother liked both our signs and security cameras, because they made her feel like Ms. Fenton was safe.
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Attorney Marty Duke told me that Ms. Story agreed to a deadline extension for filing my divorce answer and counter complaint, since he and 
attorney Mitchell Miller were brought on to my case as emergency replacement counsel only a few days prior to my first hearing. Ms. 
Story and subsequently judge Binkley refused to give my counsel an extension for addressing the forced sale of my home (though they had 
no lawful jurisdiction, because the federal courts had both original and exclusive jurisdiction). Yet taking my home was clearly Attorney 
Story's priority during both hearings, but she did agree to an extended deadline for answering the divorce complaint. Unfortunately 
attorney Brittany Gates, whom I hired first, negligently failed to perform, promising me drafts of my divorce answer/counter complaint 
day after day, with my whole life hanging in the balance, until I was able to contact attorney Mitchell Miller, at which point I fired attorney Gates.

Meanwhile, I have never abused Ms. Fenton. She was in counseling when I met her, we went to counseling both separately and together 
multiple times throughout our marriage. We were involved in a few small church groups, home fellowships, with an unlimited amount of 
transparency and an open invitation to speak into our lives. Yet never once in my life, had I heard Ms. Fenton, a counselor, a friend, a 
pastor, or a church leader mention the word "abuse" related to our relationship, in any way. We both brought our own baggage into the 
relationship, which we each still have. However, the multiple acts of fraud which the court and counsel helped Ms. Fenton commit and 
become a party to, is by far the heaviest weight hanging around her neck, dragging down her physical health, while she has also had a 
horrible time with menopause for the past 7-documented years. Now her hormone therapy for menopause has been seriously 
conflicting with her "Xyrem", the mediation she successfully took for narcolepsy for over a decade (which cost insurance $11,000 per 
month, so I don't know if she still has access to it, since her boss retired.) Hormone therapy has prevented her from sleeping more than an 
hour or two at a time, waking up to constantly drenched sheets, which she had struggled with for years before moving out, to a lesser degree.

Ms. Fenton and her brother Mark at Front Sight Firearms Training Institute in Pahrump, Nevada, were they had life memberships.

Does she look "in danger" 
from a non-threatening text 
message or email asking if 
she included our HOME in 
her secret bankruptcy filing?

For context: she is also a 
Tennessee and NRA 
licensed handgun trainer, 
with a $10,000 arsenal 
and 5,000 rounds of 
ammo under her bed for a 
"rainy day".  

Give me a Break!

https://rico.jefffenton.com/evidence/2019-10-21_order-of-protection-as-illegal-prior-restraint.pdf

I've never seen her 
physically afraid of 
ANYTHING.

https://rico.jefffenton.com/evidence/2019-10-21_order-of-protection-as-illegal-prior-restraint.pdf
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We haven't covered 1/10th of my real evidence yet. 

Attorney Story and Judge Binkley have manipulated the "op" to use Ms. Fenton as a “human shield” in an effort to protect themselves 
from public exposure for their own criminal misconduct, such as that which brought two billion dollar insurance companies and a multi-
million dollar Nashville roofing company to the table, with their top-tier corporate attorneys to draft up a mutually agreeable settlement 
with me and my wife. They paid us our judgment plus interest, plus an additional $10,000 to remove the dedicated YouTube Channel and 
WordPress blog which exposed both their horrible workmanship as well as their fraudulent and negligent business practices. Let me be 
clear, this exposure of their bad business practices filled 95% of the first four to six pages of Google when searching for their company. 
Despite my many attempts to mitigate both of our damages by trying to encourage them to pay our judgment before I had to invest more 
time trying to "make them", yet they refused. Unfortunately we both experienced exponentially greater losses as a result, which almost 
drove both our family and the roofing company into bankruptcy.   

At the same time, Ms. Fenton had the Davidson County Sheriff's Office levy five of the roofing company's work trucks, including the 
owner's personal truck, to be auctioned off to pay our judgment. While they still had the audacity to hire an arrogant corporate bankruptcy 
attorney to try to smash "ma and pa Fenton" with a motion to quash while we represented ourselves pro se, with only a one or two day 
notice. Their bankruptcy attorney's game was that the trucks were the personal property of the owner, not business property. Fortunately I 
had already taken high resolutions photos at the impound lot, showing each truck in all its glory, outfitted with ladder racks, shingles, and 
shovels in the rear beds. Along with corporate logos on every side. We showed that the company was using deceptive business practices, 
with their assets in their personal names and their debts in their business name, while playing games with their operating capital,
co-mingling funds, moving money from one bank to another. We pierced their corporate veil and they were ordered to pay our judgment 
or their trucks would be auctioned as scheduled.
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As for the “op” based upon non-threatening text messages and emails, which at the advice of her counsel, my wife decided in 
hindsight, that she no longer wanted to receive, though having never terminated communication with me. All that Ms. Fenton needed to do 
was click "block" on her cell phone. I’m not a mind reader. Clearly I had some extremely legitimate reasons for contacting her 
and being distressed, as she sabotaged our lives financially and then secretly filed bankruptcy, requesting to forfeit our home, yet 
denying me notice. Followed by incorrectly calling her credit card debts mine, when I had them almost all paid off before she 
decided to get divorced. Ms. Fenton used her credit cards to financially and legally bully me, hiring counsel repeatedly for malicious 
actions in multiple courts. I have proof of everything, but so far nobody has cared about the truth. Obviously, I had no control over any of that. 

The fraudulent “op” made a ton of outrageously false claims which couldn't be further from the truth. For example, I was falsely alleged to 
claim that I was a "member of the extraction team". Never in my life had I said those words before I read that statement absurdly woven into 
Story's fraudulent narrative, to assassinate my character before I ever entered the court. That is one of countless violations of 
professional conduct by Attorney Story.



If it looks like a duck, if it quacks like a duck.... 

It is outrageously absurd to even pretend that the outcome of this case could have been caused by anything less than "close trusting friends". 
The damages caused by Attorney Story and Judge Binkley form the perfect argument and example for why the State of Tennessee must 
erect protections for the people, between those who decide the law and those who argue the law in their courts.

Their greed became insatiable, their cruelty unfathomable, their conduct unconscionable, and their orders inhumane.

I hope they are both disbarred and find themselves in prison cells beside Casey Moreland. They have proven him to be a stand-up guy in 
comparison. While that's not an easy thing to do. 

I hope that the state or federal courts, and/or public outcry, holds the bad actors in this case fully accountable, so they can feel what I have 
felt at their abusive hands.

Fawn Fenton 

(615) 7377 • mobile

You are WRONG about my motives for selling the house and you are WRONG 

about me having evil and selfish intentions to Increase or decrease the sale 

value. As usual, you are being a die when I don't agree with everything you 

want, and you resort to insulting me and verbally attacking me to try to get your 

way. 

Fa .. n F�nton (mob ei • Jan 30 12 13AM 

You just called me a dick and accused me of verbally attacking you, in the same 

sentence. 

Jan30 2 31 AM 
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Tennessee courts and counsel cannot "legally" deny me public redress for honest and incidentally criminal actions taken to 
forcefully deprive me of everything in my life. While even being inhumane enough to keep a fraudulent noose around my neck, from 600 
miles away, without notice or hearing, preventing me from even being able to work for $10-$15 per hour from home, to help pay 
for my most basic essential and critical living expenses. Such as shelter/housing, soap, shampoo, shaving supplies, toilet paper, mental 
and physical health care, prescriptions, car insurance, auto maintenance, gas, etc... for years. That is not only inhumane and a violation of 
every oath of office, code of conduct, judicial canons, state and federal constitutions, civil and criminal laws, but it is also highly 
discriminatory ADA abuse, financial exploitation, coercion, harassment, extortion, retaliation, and interference of unconscionable 
proportions, which no state actors have immunity from. 

Even the Bible says, that what is done in secret, shall be brought into the light. While this is 100% irrefutable evidence why there should be 
increased transparency and accountability in every court room, civil or otherwise. Why do you think it is, that the wealthiest county in the 
State of Tennessee, keeps no records or even cheap audio recordings of their civil hearings for transparency and protection of the 
people, from exactly this sort of collusion and corruption? 

This is also definitive proof that no judge should hear an argument by an attorney whom they are "friends" with. There can be no justice in a 
court of "friends." This case was just two quick trials, a very complicated marriage and subsequent divorce, none of which the court or 
counsel cared to address, opting instead for a "decoy divorce", to take more, more quickly, than the truth would ever allow. As they say 
with every case of malicious litigation and judicial corruption, this is a "case within a case". The inside case of my marital relationship is 
hardly worth rehashing. All that is there is more loss for both of us. But the outer case of how the court and counsel unconscionably violated 
a multitude of state and federal laws, constitutional and otherwise, along with their oaths of office, and every level of ethical care, without 
the slightest appearance of "impartiality". Zero “equal and due process” or even providing a means by which I could literally survive 
this divorce without becoming homeless, had my mother not intervened at the age of 50. When I owned a highly desirable $500k 
Brentwood home, which I had my life, my pre-marital 401k retirement savings, and around $20k leveraged from the equity of my own 
per-marital duplex and home invested into the purchase of our equally deeded marital residence as "tenants by the entirety". 



Based upon the malicious litigation & judicial corruption evident in this case, I see the following changes as both justified and needed. I see 
no reason other than corruption to not implement these changes, which I am suggesting to the Tennessee Supreme Court:

Be friends with whomever you want, but no one should be allowed to hear an argument by a "friend". Although Judge 
Binkley claimed that he can "separate" or compartmentalize opposing interests in his mind, he in fact did not. Not only did he fail to 
do so, he never came close. He lied to the people of Tennessee while Attorney Story publicly supported his unreasonable claims. 
Now through her greed, Attorney Story unmistakably revealed the truth. Judge Binkley & Attorney Story have perverted the judicial 
integrity of Williamson County. I can see no justification for the state of Tennessee continuing to “play with fire” on this issue. 
Without an impartial tribunal, the entire judicial system is of no value to the people of Tennessee. It becomes an overwhelming evil 
power yielded by a select few, who were chosen to serve the people, but instead serve themselves along with undisclosed interests.

It is time to quit asking a man "if he can fly”, when by simple human nature none of us “can fly”. Judges are not "super humans". 
If they tell us that they are, we need to send them in for psychological evaluations, question their motives for such 
irrationalness, caring more about their own entertainment and recreation than the integrity and impartiality of the 
judiciary throughout our state and country. That is a clear violation of the judicial canons, and I don't know why it hasn't been fixed 
yet. But now I believe they have pushed the issue into absurd clarity. 

•

•

Right before the storm came through .... Two hard years of fighting, to get repaired and partially compensated.
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Whether in state or federal court, in Tennessee or afar, as long as Williamson County Chancery Court, Judge Michael Weimar Binkley, 
Attorney Virginia Lee Story, and Elaine Beaty Beeler keep a fraudulent noose around my neck, without equal or due process of law, all 
that I can literally do each day is fight to expose their corruption, while working toward common sense legal reform throughout the 
state of Tennessee. Such as not allowing adversarial counsel to write court orders against pro se litigants, without even allowing them 
to participate in the proposed/agreed order process, as is allowed in some of the more ethical judicial districts in Tennessee. It's time to turn 
past the page of "plantation law" in Tennessee. (Based on the master/servant relationship, instead of equality, with the goal of justice.)
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The Williamson County Chancery Court told me on a recorded phone conversation that the only reason there is an ADA number at 
the bottom of their court summonses, is in case someone needs a wheelchair brought out curbside to help them get from their vehicle 
into the courthouse. Insisting that beyond that, no other ADA modifications are available or provided. That is a stark violation of 
Tennessee's Administrative Policy Index #2.07, along with the American with Disabilities Act.

Chancery told me in the same recorded phone call, that there aren't any forms or information available for pro se parties. Repeatedly 
recommending that I hire an attorney instead. I think that is a wonderful idea, but my wife secretly blocked me out of all of our active 
marital income and credit lines. Repeatedly recommending that someone do something which is not within their means is not helpful.

I believe that the literature, signage, about the “justice for all” program, TNCourts.gov, and ADA forms should be uniform in every 
courthouse in the state of Tennessee.

Furthermore, I do not believe that judicial districts should be allowed to make any "rules" which could in turn discriminate against a 
people group. Whether that is "socioeconomic" (it seems that I’ve read that term somewhere), due to disability, or just because they 
don't want to lose their life's savings to someone who charges 25x more per hour than they can earn. 

I came up with a nifty little tag line, "where transparency and accountability are stifled, corruption thrives." If I have my way, 
then Attorney Story will have created her own worst  nightmare, by improving the judicial integrity of the state of Tennessee.

Along with another common sense saying (no "sense" is "common"), “there can be no justice in a court of friends”.

Catchy, eh?

Ok, I've got to get this on its way. Please forgive the magnitude by which I’m overwhelmed, but then I have disabilities, which have 
been intentionally exploited by multiple compromised members of high repute, power, and authority. I may be expected to write a 
brief and stand up against another man or woman, but surely I’m afforded some protections from corruption under the laws of this 
great land. (If not, that needs to change.)

Let's finish this up here, fairly and justly. Never again inside a Williamson County Courtroom. If this matter must be escalated to 
federal district court for bankruptcy fraud or Attorney Story's other crimes against me "under color of law", then she will have really 
made herself out to be a rank member of the court, working in the exact opposite of her fiduciary duties and her client's best interests, 
solely to continue abusing the disadvantaged and disabled party which she has unconscionably harassed, stalked, and abused. 



ASTHMA, ALLERGY AND IMMUNOLOGY CENTER 

S. Anne, M.D. R. Botta, M.D. I. Badr, M.D. R. Mahajan, M .D. H. Azzam, M.D. 

Patient Name: M arsha Fenton 
Visit Date: 7/2/2020 

Thank you very much for letting me participate in the management of Marsha Fenton, who wiis seen by telephone 
consultation on 07/02/20. Marsha states that her !gA deficiency has been stable. She denies any upper or lower 
respiratory tract infection. She has been following strict avoidance measures from exposing to the COVID-19 infection. 
She is wearing the mask. She is staying home. Her ~ also slays with her, who is not working at this time. She denies 
any lever, chills, or rigors. She denies any upper or lower respiratory trnct fiifect ion. 

PHYSICAL EXAMlNATION: Deferred at this time since this was done by telephone consultation. 
IMPRESSION: Ms. Marsha Fenton has: 
I. lgA deficiency and 
2. Chronic rhinosinusitis. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
1. Marsha is prone to develop recurrent infections. Therefore, I advised her to follow strict isolation measures from 
exposure to COVID-19 infection. 
2. Since her~ stays with Marsha, I strongly recommend that her son should do his work from home since it will 
reduce significantly the risk of exposure of Ms. Fenton lo the COVID-19 virus. 
3. A follow-up appointment has been scheduled in one year but I advised her to contact me as soon as the pandemic is 
over for further evaluation and treatment. 

Signed Electronically By Suresh Anne, MD 
Signed Date: 7/3/2020 9: 16:00 AM 
E-Faxed to Ravikumar Peclclireddy, MD On 7/3/2020 9: 16:00 AM 
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MORE EVIDENCE:
https://rico.jefffenton.com/evidence/2019_tn-court-motions-in-chronological-order.pdf

https://rico.jefffenton.com/evidence/2020-07-02_bk-trustee-john-mclemore-recorded-call.mp3 
https://rico.jefffenton.com/evidence/2020-07-02_bk-trustee-john-mclemore-call-declaration.pdf
https://rico.jefffenton.com/evidence/2021-12-02_fbi-mark-shafer-binkley-story-corruption.mp3 
https://rico.jefffenton.com/evidence/2023-12-13_wcso-racketeering-official-oppression.pdf
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Brian Manookian is the attorney whistle blower who first reported the misconduct of Judge Casey Moreland to the Tennessee Board of 
Judicial Conduct, before the FBI arrested him. If Attorney Manookian is also the party who reported that Judge Michael W. Binkley lied to 
the public when he ran for office, then Brian Manookian deserves an award for integrity and should be protected by the State of Tennessee 
and the Tennessee Supreme Court as a whistle blower (if either cares at all about honesty & integrity in Tennessee's judiciary).  

The message this sends currently to the Middle Tennessee legal profession is both unmistakable and a stark violation of Tennessee's own 
constitution, "don't turn in corrupt members of the court, especially judges, or the State of Tennessee's legal apparatus will retaliate 
against you and revoke your license to practice law."  

That is unconscionable and near "treason" by those running Tennessee and her courts to allow. Not correcting such criminal racketeering 
through branches of the Tennessee Supreme Court, devalues the integrity of the institution with each day and mocks the very purposes 
for which our courts exist and are trusted to serve in society. This further reinforces the view that our courts are beyond reasonable 
reform or repair, proving to the public that those in power cherish their power more than any common good or service to the people. 

If private attorneys can't get justice and instead remain under the thumbs of unconstitutionally oppressive government corruption, for 
fear of losing their own livelihoods, then there is no cure left. Law enforcement is overwhelmed and refuses to pursue or prioritize public 
integrity/corruption cases, while refusing to even allow victims to file criminal complaints against corrupt members of government and 
the courts. Now the high court's boards of conduct have been infiltrated by people who are sympathetic to, actively involved in, or afraid 
to confront corruption instead of being devoted to fighting corruption in alignment with their oaths of office. That's unacceptable.  

This case seeks a jury trial to hold the State of Tennessee accountable for mis-allocating public resources toward the protection, cover-up, 
and advancement of criminal agendas, power structures, and enterprises, while betraying public trust. 
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